LIFE IN THE SLOW LANE
BY JAY KLEHFOTH

OLD, NEW & BEING SAFE

I

admit to getting old. Little things happen that give
ping ability in stock form. Personally, I like the
you clues. One of those subtle clues occurred a while
reproduction of auxiliary brakes of the era. Howback when I was giving a youngster who had just reever, there are now lots of choices. And, I usually
ceived his driver’s license a ride in our T.
suggest a brake light or some type of a flashing
He was curious about how a Model T differed
warning light.
from a modern car. He asked lots of
questions. When we came to a quiet intersection, I put my arm out the window
to signal a right turn.
The youngster noting that there
were no cars or pedestrians in the intersection, said, “Who are you waving at.”
For a moment I was confused; I didn’t
understand his question. Then it hit
me—he was referring to me signaling
my intention to turn right.
I said to the lad, “I was signaling
the car behind me that we were turning right.” His immediate response was,
From the April 2013 issue of the N.H. Carburetor,
“How is he going to know?” I looked
the newsletter of the Central New Hampshire Model T Club
at him and said, “Hand Signals.” The
youngster looked at me as if I was speakIn the last issue of the Vintage Ford there first
ing in a foreign tongue.
appeared a full page ad for a product that will go
He had never been taught the use or meaning of
on my “consideration” list for new and experihand signals. However, he can hook up his cell phone
enced T owners. The folks at the Egypt Garage
via Blue Tooth in his mother’s new car and work the
in Egypt, New York (just outside Rochester) have
navigation and infotainment system (and probably text
come up with a clever safety device. It is what
at the same time).
they call a “Directional Intention Light.” The conI must admit that when driving a T and giving hand
troller mounts to the steering column and the light
signals, I occasionally have people waving back at me,
mounts to your license plate. It is wireless system
or worse yet, look at me as if I were making some oband installs in 5 minutes or less. No holes to drill,
scene hand gestures. Driving hand signals may no lonno wires to run, nothing touches the car’s finish.
ger be taught in most drivers’ education classes, but
It can be quickly removed for judging or quickly
apparently all the youth today learn the derogatory
transferred from one car to another.
hand gestures.
When I saw the ad, I was intrigued and called
So being old; going slow in my T; and making
Jim Davis, the owner (and MTFCA member) and
hand gestures that many don’t understand, causes me
talked to him about this new product. He sent me
concern that I hadn’t sensed in my younger days. Safea sample to review and I was impressed.
ty today may be a bigger issue than ever before.
I took it to the Model T Museum to see what
This is when I get serious.
other members thought. A few days later we had
When new members call for safety recommendaa “Show and Tell” event at the museum and I put
tions, there are only a few things I recommend. First,
the kit on a table and a stack of B&W copies of
if your T has the original plate glass windows, replace
the ad. At the end of the day, there were two copthem with safety glass. Secondly, I am a proponent of
ies remaining. Several wanted to buy the sample
auxiliary brakes. One of the Ts weaknesses is it stopwe had.
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My first reaction was that the price
of $150 was a little salty. However, it
is very well made and high quality.
Of course, I have earned my “Cheapskate” nickname legitimately. When
I mentioned the price to a Model A
friend of mine, he said he had just finished putting turn signals on his “A”
and he had spent two nights plus had
more than the $150 in the lights, wiring loom, and steering column indicator mechanism. Further, if he was to
show the car for judging, he’d have
to remove everything in order to keep
from losing points. He said this kit
would solve his needs and he could
use it on his other cars. He tried to buy
the one we had on display.
I talked to Jim and told him of
the positive response his product had
received at the museum. I casually
mentioned that we could have sold a
number of them. He asked if we would
be interested in selling them at the museum. Because of the support from our
advertisers (who are also supporters), I
told him we didn’t want to get in the
parts business and possibly be viewed
as competitors. Jim went on to explain
that they did not plan to wholesale
these to dealers, but if we were interested, he would discount them to the
museum and we could use the profits
to help support the museum. Further,
Jim offered, if members order from
his company and note “MTFCA”—he
will take a portion of the sales price
and donate it to the Model T Museum.
If you think this is something
you might want, you can come by the
Model T Museum and inspect the kit.
If you decide you want to buy one, we
will have them in inventory. Or, you
can order them by calling the Club’s
business office (765-855-5248). Or go
straight to the manufacturer. See thier
ad in the Trading Post section.
Also, go to their website at www.
theegyptgarage.com They have a video that you can watch.
I may be old, but I’ll soon have
new warning signals on my Model T.
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The kit comes with everything you need, including an Allen wrench
and even batteries.
Below: Light flashing in the “Caution” mode
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